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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

I. Introduction

The decision to establish this Ad Hoc Task Force on the Management and

Mobilization of Extra-Budgetary Resource* of UN ECA was announced by 1he

Executive Secretary on 13 November, 1993 at a joint meeting of chiefs of divisions,

members of the Technical Committee on Resource Mobilization (TCRM) and

professional staff of TACOO. The establishment of the Task Force represents part

of continuing efforts by UN ECA to search for effective ways to bolster its extra-

budgetary resources, which have faiien sharply in the past few yea ft. UN ECA fully

recognizes that extra-budgetary resources are vitally important for increasing the

scope and impact of its activities.

The terms of reference of the Ad Hoc Task Force were as follows;

i, Identify the major bottlenecks hampering proper project

delivery;

it, propose adequate measures to overcome these problems;

iii, set up a proper mechanism for the mobilization of resources

In the short- medium- and long-run;

iv. propose measures to increase UN ECA's credibility, visibility

and image vis-a-vis its partners; and

v. consider the efficacy of establishing a high level pane! of

renowned individuals that could assist UN ECA in the effective

implementation of Its mandate.

In carrying out its assignment, the Ad Hoc Task Force benefited from the

decisions and recommendations made at the meeting between the Executive

Secretary, members of the TCRM and TACOO staff, held on 11 November 1993;

the meeting of the Executive Secretary with the chiefs of divisions, members of the

TCRM and the professional staff of TACOO, held on 13 November 1993; and the

conclusions and recommendations made during 1993 End-of-Year Review

exercise. The Task Force also drew on the various reports on resource mobilization.
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that have been prepared previously in ECA, Including the reports of the Ad Hoc

Committee on Extra-Budgetary Resources, the Technical Committee on Resource

Mobilization and the Fund Raising Training.

After careful evaluation of the existing structures and practices as well as

experience as related to the mobilization and management of extra-budgetary

resources in ECA and based on the aforementioned decisions, recommendations

and reports, the Task Force arrived at a number of conclusions and

recommendations as embodied in this report. A summary of the Task Force's

main recommendations is given in this Executive Summary.

If ECA is to succeed In mobilizing substantial extra-budgetary resources and

be able to effectively manage these resources, it is indispensable that a

comprehensive strategy for the effective mobilization, management and utilization

of extra-budgetary resources be devised and implemented as soon as possible,

In addition to being comprehensive, this strategy must also be imaginative and

pragmatic and must put greater accent on the need to achieve concrete and

tangible results. In what follows below herein, an attempt has been made to

identify the main elements of such a strategy,

IK Structures for Effective Resource Mobilization and Management

While effective resource mobilization and management is and must be

perceived as a collective responsibility, different structures in the house, must be

able to perform specific and well-defined roles in a cooperative, and cg^

ordinoted manner.

1. Committee for Mobilization, Management and Utilization of Extra-

Budgetary Resources (CMMUR)



Obviously, the Executive Secretary together with the programme

managers should be playing the lead role in devising overall

strategies for resource mobilization and utilization and would be

actively involved in the mobilization of resources.

To enable the Executive Secretary and programme managers to

exercise this responsibility, it is recommend that TCRM and PAAC

should be abolished and a new Single "Committee for the

Mobilization, Management and Utilization of Extra-Budgetary

Resources" (CMMUR) be created. This Committee should be

headed by the Executive Secretary, and a select number of

programme managers directly involved in operational

activities - including PPCO, RMMO and ACSD - should be

members on rotational basis.

2. Resource Mobilization and Management Office (RMMO)

Once the overall orientation and policies for resource mobilization

have been set by the CMMU and while programme managers need

to actively involve themselves in the identification and exploitation

of opportunities to raise extra-budgetary funds, there is an urgent

need to assign the responsibilities of the co-ordination, monitoring

and reporting to donors on the utilization of financial resources to a

single catalytic structure directly located In the Office of the

Executive Secretary and directly responsible to him,

It is therefore, recommended as follows:

TACOO be transformed into a new office which could be

named "RESOURCE MOBILIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OFFICE"

(RMMO) which could consist of two units, whose functions are

given in the report, namely:



The Extra-Budgetary Resource Mobilization Unit (RMO)

The Extra-Budgetary Resource Management Unit (RMA)

RMMO should be part of the Cabinet Office of the Executive

Secretary and should have a structure as attached in Annex

I.

RMMO should be staffed with competent and motivated

professionals. Skill up-grading and training of the staff

members of the Office should be given priority attention.

Adequate funds for travel and up-to-date communication,

duplication and computing equipment should be put at the

disposal of the office.

This Office should be able to tap on external expertise for

specific assignments and build strategic alliances as

appropriate.

RMMO should act as the secretariat of the Committee on

Resource Mobilization, Management and Utilization of Extra-

Budgetary Resources (CMMUR)

111. Resource Mobilization Elements of the Strategy

1. Orientation and Priorities in the use of Extra-budgetary

resources

ECA needs to develop a systematic programmatic approach to its

extra-budgetary activities.



It is, therefore, recommended that programmes and projects submitted

to donors for funding should be In the priority areas of ECA, which

themselves reflect the development priorities of member States. This

means that while ECA's requests for funding should not be driven

mainly by donor priorities.Proposals in this regard should be made to

the CMMUR by PPCO, after consultation with programme managers.

2. Fund Raising and Sources of Funding

The diversification of sources of extra-budgetary funding for ECA is

key to the success of the new strategy of resource mobilization. Up

till now, ECA has been reliant in an excessive manner on the funding

agencies of the UN, particularly the UNDP and UNFPA.

It is, therefore, recommended that the on-going efforts to target other

sources especially bilateral donors and NGOs, and the

initiatives that have been taken with organizations such as

BADEA, IDB and ACBF should be intensified in future.

A major drive should be mounted to raise funds in the years to

come through a well-conceived and concerted approach in

line with the priorities and orientations of CMMUR. This drive

should be contributed to by all professional staff, with the

Executive Secretary, programme managers and RMMO

playing the lead role. Notwithstanding the responsibility of

RMMO in this regard, programme managers have a major

responsibility to identify and exploit all avenues for obtaining

extra-budgetary resources.



3. Managing Relations with Donors

It is imperative that ECA should establish effective channels of

communications and cooperative relationships with its donors and

partners to improve relations with them.

It is, recommended, in this regard, that:

i. ECA should Improve relations and maintains regular contacts

with donors and participate in major round table conference;

ii. RMMO should strive to report to donors in an effective and

timely manner on the Implementation of projects and

programmes;

Hi. RMMO should establish up-to-date data bases and profiles on

donors;

iv. RUMMO should have project profiles and project documents

prepared in a professional and attractive manner and market

these vigorously,

v. High level meetings with key decision makers in donor

organizations should be organized to undertake periodic

reviews of joint on-going activities and to keep them abreast

of ECA activities, achievements and future prospects,

vi. Missions to donors should be extremely well co-ordinated and

well prepared,

vii. ECA should adapt to the new realities and regimes

(particularly as related to national execution requirements) in

the implementation of technical assistance programme and

should take full advantage of these.



4. Project/Programme Identification and Preparation of

Project/Programme Documents

Once the overall orientation and priorities for the mobilization

and use of extra-budgetary resources have been indicated by

the CMMUR, then substantive divisions, RiMMO, MRAGk

MULPOCs, sponsored institutions etc., could initiate projects

and programmes In line with these priorities.

Formal project documents should be prepared by the

substantive divisions in cooperation with RMMO.

Project/programme documents should be approved by

CMMUR.

IV. Management of Extra-Budgetary Financial Resources

The effective management of extra-budgetary financial resources requires

full and effective cooperation and constant interface between the Programme

Managers, RMMO and Finance Section. Clear-cut instructions, as related to the

allocation of responsibilities in this context, need to be made.

It is, therefore, recommended as follows:

i. While the ultimata responsibility for tha effective management

of extra-budgetary funds rests with ECA as a what©,

Programme Managers and those responsible for the

implementation of projects and programmes outside the

secretariat should be made directly responsible and

accountable for the use of funds put at their disposal
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Responsibility and accountability should be complemented by

appropriate delegation of authority to programme managers,

to ensure the effective and timely implementation of projects,

within the overall approved framework for project

implementation.

ii. RMMO should be assigned the responsibility of

(a) monitoring the use of these funds in accordance with the

budget lines set in the project and programme documents;

and

(b) foHowlnq-up with all concerned to ensure that actions are

implemented in the desired manner and in a timely fashion.

Hi. The ACSD should ensure that extra-budgetary projects and

programmes are serviced adequately and expeditiously by

the General Service and Personnel sections and that funds are

expended, recorded and reported on to Programme

Managers, the RMMO and the CMMUR property and

accurately. In this latter regard, the responsibility for financial

control should be centralized and vested in the Finance

Section. To be able to discharge this service effectively, a

small unit should be designated within the Finance Section to

deal with extra-budgetary resources.

V. Project/Programme Execution

This is the responsibility of the substantive divisions and other

implementing entities, such as sponsored institutions, IGOs, etc.

They should be made accountable for the timeliness,

effectiveness and quality of delivery.



VI. Monitoring of the Implementation of Projects/Programmes

This is the responsibility of RMMO.

RMMO should develop an effective monitoring system to help

track the course of all activities and events related to the

implementation of projects and programmes.

VII. Reporting on the Implementation of Projects/Programmes and

Use of Funds

These reports should be initiated by the substantive divisions

and other implementing entities and finalized and approved

by RMMO for dispatch to donors and review by CMMUR as

necessary.

VIII. Use of Programme Support Resources

Programme support resources should be directed to support

programme/project execution and, also by way of incentive,

to reward those divisions that manage to mobilize resources.

IX. Measures to Enhance ECA's Image, Credibility and Visibility

To enhance ECA's Image, credibility and visibility, it is recommended,

inter-alia, as follows:

i. Major emphasis in the implementation, delivery and marketing

of outputs of ECA should be given to the aspects of relevance,
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timeliness of delivery, attractiveness of products and targeting

of beneficiaries;

it. ECA should improve transparency with respect to ECA's

activities and methods and take immediate steps to focus and

concentrate activities and efforts on fewer priorities and

strategic objectives;

iii. A Communications and Information Unit attached to the

Cabinet Office of the Executive Secretary should be

established as a matter of urgency;

iv. A communications and publications strategy of ECA should be

urgently implemented;

v. ECA in its bid to make its work reflect the real needs of its

constituents, should build alliances with them and other

partners, including NGOs; and

vi. ECA should seriously explore the feasibility of establishing a

group of friends of ECA, composed of prominent Africans and

non-Africans, to act as advocates for ECA's objectives and

activities and help mobilize support for them.
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INTRODUCTION

The decision to establish this Ad Hoc Task Force on the Management end

Mobilization of Extra-Budgetary Resources of UN ECA was announced by the

Executive Secretary on 13 November, 1993 at a joint meeting of chiefs of divisions,

members of the Technical Committee on Resource Mobilization (TCRM) and

professional staff of TACOO. The establishment of the Task Force represents part

of continuing efforts by UN ECA to search for effective ways to bolster its extra-

budgetary resources, which have fallen sharply in the past few years, UN ECA fully

recognizes that extra-budgetary resources are vitally important for increasing the

scope and impact of its activities.

The terms of reference of the Ad Hoc Task Force were as follows:

i. identify the major bottlenecks hampering proper project

delivery;

ii. propose adequate measures to overcome these problems;

iii. set up a proper mechanism for the mobilization of resources

in the short, medium, and long-run;

iv. propose measures to increase UN ECA's credibility, visibility

and image vis-a-vis its partners; and

v. consider the efficacy of establishing a high level panel of

renowned individuals that could assist UN ECA in the effective

implementation of Its mandate.

In carrying out its assignment, the Ad Hoc Task Force benefited from the

decisions and recommendations made at the meeting between the Executive

Secretary, members of the TCRM and TACOO staff, held on 11 November 1993;

the meeting of the Executive Secretary v/ith the chiefs of divisions, members of the

TCRM and the professional staff of TACOO, held on 13 November 1993; and the

conclusions and recommendations mode during the 1993 End-of-Year Review
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exercise. The Task Force also drew on the various reports on resource mobilization,

that have been prepared previously in ECA, including the reports of the Ad Hoc

Committee on Extra-Budgetary Resources, the Technical Committee on Resource

Mobilization and the Fund Raising Training.

After careful evaluation of the existing structures and practices as well as

the experience as related to the mobilization and management of extra-

budgetary resources in ECA and based on the aforementioned decisions,

recommendations and reports, the Task Force arrived at a number of conclusions

and recommendations embodied in this report. A summary of the Task Force's

main recommendations is given in this Executive Summary.

If ECA is to succeed in mobilizing substantial extra-budgetary resources and

be able to effectively manage these resources, it is indispensable that a

comprehensive strategy for the effective mobilization, management and utilization

of extra-budgetary resources be devised and implemented as soon as possible,

in addition to being comprehensive, this strategy must also be imaginative and

pragmatic and must put greater accent on the need to achieve concrete and

tangible results. An attempt has been made to identify the main elements of such

a strategy here below.
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ASSESSMENT OF EXISTING SITUATION, STRUCTURES, MODALITIES

AND PROCEDURES FOR RESOURCE MOBILIZATION AND

MANAGEMENT AT ECA

Upon an assessment of the existing situation, structures, modalities and

procedures for mobilization and management of extra-budgetary resources in

ECA, the Task Force identified the following areas of concern:

1. Existing Structure: There is no specialised unit or section in TACOO -

the division that has been assigned the primary responsibility for

resource mobilization -that deals exclusively with resource

mobilization, The two units presently existing in TACOO are fully

concentrating on the management of projects while the Office of

the Chief is responsible for policy-related matters and mobilization of

resources. This implies that all human resources available in TACOO,

including a bilaterally financed expert have largely been

concentrating their energies on a limited number of, mostly

terminating, projects. Consequently, resource mobilization has not

been executed as a distinct and specialized activity by TACOO.

2. Resource Mobilization: There is no specific or well-defined strategy

that addresses resource mobilization in a systematic manner and this

is reflected more so by the fact that no specialized unit currently

exists to concentrate on resource mobilization. The prevailing

approach tends to rely on a few traditional donors, and no special

efforts have been seriously exerted to seriously exploit possibilities to

obtain additional resources from potential untapped sources or

maintain productive relationships with existing donors.

3. Communications/Information: Systematic information on existing and

potential sources of extra-budgetary funds are lacking. Organized

information and internal communication on donors and donor
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procedures are far from adequate and the limited information

available is either not utilized effectively or is used inconsistently by

different staff members. Pertinent Information on names of persons

to contact, addresses, telephone and fax numbers,

divisions/departments in charge of regional commissions and/or

(sub)-regional programmes and projects is often not available.

External means of communication are also extremely poor. There

are few direct telephone lines and basic necessities such as fax,

linkage to HP mini/LAN, E-Mail and CD-ROM facilities are nonexistent.

4. Extra-Budgetary Resources: Present levels of extra-budgetary funds

are at a historical low. Projected resources for 1994 amount to less

than 3mn US$ as compared to more than 21 mn in 1991. This drastic

decline in resources is attributable to many factors, but is essentially

a result of donor dissatisfaction with the manner in which ECA has

managed, implemented and reported on the utilization of extra-

budgetary resources and the decision of UNDP, ECA's largest source

of extra-budgetary resources, to terminate projects carried over from

the Third Cycle without any compensating additional projects and its

shift in priority areas with more emphasis on the programme

approach, nationai execution with a limited budget for regional

funding. Such dissatisfaction has led donors, in several cases, nor to

enter into new agreements with ECA or to shift their resources

available to other organizations.

5. Relations with Donors: Relations with many traditional donors are

going through a difficult phase. Co-ordinated and continuous

discussions with donors are not the norm; there is no established

system for prior reviews and negotiations for appropriate modalities

of co-operation between donors and ECA; participation of donors

in programming exercises and piogramming missions for consultations
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is nonexistent; and there is a near-total absence of institutional

knowledge of donor procedures and the administrative procedures

of donor agencies.

6. Project/Programme Identification: Identification of projects is carried

out on an ad-hoc basis and is more aligned to budgetary consider

ations rather than ECA's work programme and priorities of member

states. There is limited involvement of users and/or target beneficia

ries In the identification and design of projects. The users often have

only a vague notion of what the project is all about and, as a result,

a lot of time Is wasted during the project implementation phase in

obtaining the approval of recipients participating in project activities.

7. Preparation of Project/Programme Proposals: Project proposals are

often based on insufficient data and are prepared in the absence

of adequate knowledge of guidelines and the administrative

procedures of donor agencies. The amount of effort devoted to

project preparation and planning is totally inadequate; objectives

are poorly defined, project activities are poorly scheduled and many

project proposals are heavily under-budgeted; there is a lack of

consistency between project objectives and ECA's work programme

and priorities and the process of selecting projects of high quality, as

intended under PAAC, has never been institutionalized.

8. Project/Programme Evaluation: Internal evaluation of project

proposals, of projects under implementation as v/ell as ex-post

evaluation of projects, is another function which is not executed at

ail and which, if undertaken, could help to improve project quality,

to Identify bottlenecks and provide valuable and timely information

for future endeavour,
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9. Project/Programme Implementation: Project implementation plans

have not developed with the involvement of other units/divisions

within the Secretariat and lines of responsibility and accountability

have not been clearly defined and this affects the timely delivery of

projects. Projects suffer from inadequate administrative

backstopping, such as timely recruitment of project personnel,

procurement of project equipment travel, authorization of expendi

ture, transfer of funds and poor communication; implementation of

project activities from headquarters (Addis-Ababa) is very costly as

it does not permit an "eyes on" situation for taking corrective actions

if and when needed and hinders follow-up actions; and rigid donor

requirements and procedures which do not correspond to ECA's

existing working procedures and regulations also affect project

implementation.

10. Monitoring of Projects: No effective monitoring system to foliow-up

on the implementation of projects currently exists, Progress reports

are often not prepared, lack substance or are submitted too late to

provide any meaningful information for assessing problems and

delays in implementation; there are no strategies in place to support

project monitoring on a continuous basis; project inspection visits

which could help gather relevant data on progress of projects for

effective monitoring and controlling decisions scarcely takes place;

periodic review meetings, besides TPRs are also minimal; historical

records on projects are either disorganized or, in some cases, non

existent; and financial statements produced by the Finance Section

and which could serve as a tool for monitoring of projects are often

not reliable in terms of accuracy and timeliness.
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11. Use of Overheads (Programme Support Costs): Programme support

costs consist of funds attributed to an executing agency in order to

administer trust funds and operational funds provided by UNTFAD,

UNDP, UNFPA and other specialized agencies as well as by bilateral

donors. The rates at which programme support costs can be

charged by UN agencies are set by the UN General Assembly and

they are usually a percentage of annual XB expenditure. Presently

it is set at 13%. Current regulations relating to the use of programme

support resources are set out in circular No. ST/AI/286 of 3 March

1982. Section III B of that circular states that; "programme support

resources should be used in areas where a demonstrable relationship

exists between the supporting activity concerned and the activities

which generated the programme support revenue. In this respect,

offices utilizing programme resources should ensure an equitable

distribution among project management programme management

and central administrative functions (i.e. finance, personnel and

general services). Programme Support resources may be used for

substantive backstopping of projects in technical cooperation

programmes. The range of object codes for which programme

support funds may be used include: Posts - Professional and General

Service; Consultants; Temporary assistance, overtime; Travel; Rental

of Space; Office Supplies and Materials; Office Equipment and

Miscellaneous Expenses".

In principle these funds are to be used to provide programme

support to projects under implementation. The practice has however

been to use these funds for activities not always related to project

implementation which has not only adversely affected the

implementation of projects, but has also created problems with

donors, who expect strict adherence to the use of programme

support funds in the ways stipulated. Also the prospect of generating
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13% sometimes appears to be an important consideration than the

successful implementation of the project generating these

overheads.

ECA's Image, Credibility and Visibility

The above factors constitute a great handicap for ECA in Its race for better

visibility and credibility vis-a-vis the donors and in scoring impact regarding its

activities. ECA has not been capable of being competitive in the current market

environment of economic development. Many donor organizations have

expressed concern about ECA's credibility as they did not see any evidence of

radical improvements ECA has effected in the African continent. They are not

even aware that ECA has been the force behind the establishment of the African

Development Bank (ADB) or of the major economic integration IGOs in Africa.

Moreover, ECA's achievements in terms of establishing key plans of action, as well

as major internationally recognized institutions have not been properly disseminat

ed and made known to the external world.
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TOWARDS AN EFFECTIVE STRATEGY FOR THE MOBILIZATION AND
MANAGEMENT OF EXTRA-BUDGETARY RESOURCES

I. Structures for Effective Resource Mobilization and Management

If ECA is to succeed in mobilizing substantial extra-budgetary resources and

be able to effectively manage these resources, it is Important that a

comprehensive strategy for the effective mobilization, management and utilization

of extra-budgetary resources be devised and implemented as soon as possible.

More importantly, effective resource mobilization and management is and must

be perceived as a collective responsibility and different structures in the house,

must be able to perform specific and well-defined roles in a cooperative, and cp^

ordinated manner.

1. Committee for Resource Mobilization, Management and Utilization of

Extra-Budgetary Resources (CMMUR)

The Executive Secretary together with the programme

managers should be playing the lead role in devising overall

strategies for resource mobilization and utilization and would be

natively involved in the mobilization of resources.

To enable the Executive Secretary and programme managers

to exercise this responsibility, it is recommended that TCRM and

PAAC should be abolished and a new Single "Committee for the

Mobilization, Management and Utilization of Extra-Budgetary

Resources" (CMMUR) be created. This Committee should be headed

by the Executive Secretary, and a select number of programme

managers directly involved in operational activities - including PPCO,

RMMO and ACSD - should be members.
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The committee, with the assistance of substantive staff,

external consultants or other experts, should also function as a filter

for project/programme proposals, with a view to maintain quality of

projects and to provide linkage to the RB programme, member-state

priorities. iGOs and MULPOCs. The committee should ensure a

proper internal communications involving issues such as which donors

have been contacted, what are the existing and potential prospects

and exchange of Information.

2. Resource Mobilization and Management Office (RMWJO)

Once the overall orientation and policies for resource

mobilization have been set by the CMMU and while programme

managers need to actively involve themselves in the identification

and exploitation of opportunities to raise extra-budgetary funds, there

is an urgent need to assign the responsibilities for the co-ordination,

monitoring and reporting to donors on the utilization of financial

resources to a single catalytic structure directly located in the Office

of the Executive Secretory and directly responsible to him.

it is, therefore, recommended that TACOO be transformed into

a new office which could be named "RESOURCE MOBILIZATION AND

MANAGEMENT OFFICE" (RMMO) which could consist of two units,

namely:

The Extra-Budgetary Resource Mobilization Unit (RMO)

The Extra-Budgetary Resource Management Unit (RMA)

RMMO should be part of the Cabinet Office of the Executive

Secretary and should have a structure as attached in Annex I. The

minimum staff requirements for the RMMO office would be as follows:
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Chief (Dl) who would be supported by adequate administrate

support (secretary, administrative assistant, filing/reference clerk and

a messenger); two P-5 posts, two P-4 posts, two P-3 posts and two

bilingual secretaries. Some of these staff would have to be charged

against the available extra-budgetary resources (see Annex I).

I. RMMO should be staffed with competent and motivated

professionals. Skill up-grading and training of the staff

members of the Office should be given priority attention. The

areas of concern should include: project formulation, project

monitoring/evaluation, project management, negotiations and

fund raising techniques as well as administrative backstopping

operations. These areas can be organized into two types of

training sessions - induction courses for project staff and short-

term courses for RMMO staff.

ii Adequate funds for up-to-date communication, duplication

and computing equipment should be put at the disposal of

the office. It is estimated that an amount of US$ 15.000 would

suffice to cover the Immediate needs.

II. An Adequate travel budget would also be required for

mobilization of resources as well as monitoring of projects. It

is proposed that an initial allocation of USS 100,000 per

biennium, to be financed on a fifty/fifty basis from regular

budget and overhead, should be put at the disposal of tne

office.

iv This Office should be able to tap on external expertise for

specific assignments and build strategic alliances as

appropriate.

v RMMO should oct as the secretariat of the Committee on

Resource Mobilization, Management and Utilization of Extra-

Budgetary Resources (CMMUR).
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3. The Extra-Budgetary Resource Mobilization Unit (RMO)

It is recommended that RMO's principal tasks should be to:

I. Assist In the preparation of extra-budgetary projects and

programmes

ii. Prepare project/programme proposals of high quality

III. Assist in the design and formulation of projects

Iv. Initiate activities with donors offering short term prospects (sort

out proper procedures, speed up projects in pipeline, prepare

propositions for donors who have expressed their Interest)

v. Develop and install data banks, notably:

Data base on donors profile

Data base on ECA Extra-budgetary work programme

Data base on ECA's project activities and cycle

Data base on Regional project activities

vl. The establishment of the different data banks would be greatly

facilitated by the installation of the necessary hardware to:

link up to PADIS's HP mini-computer

enable the use of E-Mail and Fax facilities

provide networking facilities with external databases

(e.g. UNDP donor profiles and a compendium of

ongoing projects, OECD data on NGOs, etc).

Close collaboration with PADIS, the Information Systems Section

and the Technological Innovation Committee would provide the

necessary feed-back to ensure compatibility.

4. The Extra-Budgetary Resource Management Unit (RMA)

It is recommended that RMA's principal tasks should be to:
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I. Assist in the development of the monitoring system.

II. Monitor ongoing projects.

III. Assist In development and implementation of training

programmes,

iv. Assist in development and implementation of quality control.

II. Resource Mobilization Elements of the Strategy

1. Orientation and Priorities in the use of Extra-budgetary Resources

An important priority in the use of extra-budgetary resources

is that EGA needs to develop a systematic programmatic

approach to its extra-budgetary activities, It is, therefore,

recommended that:

I. Programmes and projects submitted to donors for funding

should be in the priority areas of EGA, which themselves

reflect the development priorities of member States. This

means that ECA's requests for funding should not be driven

mainly by donor priorities.

H. Proposals In this regard should be made to the CMMUR by

PPCO, after consultation with programme managers,

III. ECA should establish a two-yearly time frame to coincide

with the regular budget programming cycle and the

programming of extra-budgetary activities should be an

integral part of an overall work programme, in other words,

the project activities will be designed to fill critical areas not

funded from the regular budget.This would help in focusing

activities towards the achievement of sustainable long-term

primary objectives.
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iv. There should be a systematic planning of resource mobiliza

tion activities as regards areas of priority, programming for

extra-budgetary resources. Inventory of new project propos

als with indications of appropriate funding sources,

programming of visits, etc. To start with, donors offering

short term prospects should be identified and contacts

should be intensified (e.g. EC, IDRC, Netherlands).

v. A comprehensive profile on traditional and potential donors

should be developed to facilitate the presentation of

project documents for financing.

vl. In the final analysis, resource mobilization should be a

shared responsibility for the whole of ECA. This implies that

both RMMO and substantive divisions can Identify potential

funding sources for any given project. However, RMMO will

exercise a catalytic and co-ordinating role for ECA's

resource mobilization efforts.

2. Sources of Funding and Fund Raising Initiatives

The diversification of sources of extra-budgetary funding for

ECA is key to the success of the new strategy of resource

mobilization. Up till now, ECA has been reliant.in an excessive

manner.on the funding agencies of the UN, particularly the UNDP

and UNFPA. The situation which prevailed in 1992 and early 1993 with

regards to the sources of extrabudgetary resources is as follows:

Multilateral Sources

UNDP

It is important to note that in the case of UNDP that the 13%

programme support system will be maintained for a few, so-
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called small agencies including ECA. during 1992 - 93. The

disappearance of this system should be anticipated. ECA

should prepare itself for the full introduction of the TSS/ASS

mechanism in order to obtain future income from UNDP

financed projects.

Another significant aspect of UNDP funding in the future is the

share of inter-country programmes vis-a-viz UNDP global

resources which is expected to decline during the 5th cycle,

increased competition among agencies including the World

Bank and the Specialized Agencies for the share of these

limited inter-country programme resources Is likely to Increase

and the quality and attractiveness of projects will thus play a

significant role. Furthermore, if the trend towards national

execution and increased use of NGOs continues, other ways

will have to be looked for to tap UNDP (regional) funding.

ECA must, as a result, strengthen its competitiveness to attract

these resources.

UNFPA

UNFPA, over the years has been one of ECA's regular sources

for funding various Initiatives. However, the new policy

orientation of the UNFPA technical assistance programme,

which is country focused and strongly emphasizes national

execution, requires a redefinition of ECA's working relationship

With UNFPA.

Other Multilateral Donors

UNIFEM. UNEP, UNICEF, UNSSO, WB. UNIDO, WMO and FAO

have all at some time co-sponsored ECA executed projects.
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However, thefr aggregated contributions have dwindled from

some 656,000 US$ in 1984 to about 150,000 US$ during the

years 1986 -1989 to end up at zero for the 1990 - 91 biennium.

Apart from the institutionalized relations with FAO and ifte

reopened talks on future cooperation with UNESCO, no

relations focused on co-funding with members of this category

presently exist.

UNTFAD

Resources for UNTFAD are obtained from paid pledges made

by African and non-African countries as well as private organi

zations. Total payments to UNTFAD amount to US$10,290,595.

The average annual interest has approximately been

US$400,000. The total figure conceals the wide fluctuations

from year to year, that adversely affect the continuity of

UNTFAD resources allocated to ECA operational activities, It

needs to be mentioned that two major tendencies are

emerging with respect to UNTFAD. First there is a declining

trend in pledges,, and secondly, payments of pledges are not

so easily forthcoming as to allow for a predictable

programming of resources. This is primarily due to the severe

economic and financial situation the majority of African

countries, the main contributors to this Fund, are facing.

Bilateral Sources

Contributions from bilateral sources have been progressively

diminishing since 1989. Several reasons account for this trend,

foremost of which is an apparent dissatisfaction as regards
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reporting mechanisms and the use of financial resources,

Instances of poor project implementation could also be a

contributory factor.

I. Belgium and the Netherlands fa!! in this category and no

new project funding has been provided by these

donors since 1989.

ii. With respect to Germany, the above reasons seem to

have accounted for its preference, especially during

1988 and 1989, for the adoption of the non

reimbursable loan (NRL) approach in Its technical co

operation programme with ECA. This Involves the

provision of experts financially administered directly by

the donors.

iii. India, Canada (IDRC). Sweden (SIDA), the Ford

Foundation and France have had a relatively less

negative attitude and their contributions to ECA's

activities have remained fairly steady in terms of funding

of trust-fund projects, with the exception of France

which has remained committed to providing assistance

to ECA in the form of non-reimbursable loan experts

mainly in the field of marine affairs. France also funds

staff training programmes by making scholarships

available to ECA staff for training in the French

language.

Finland and Norway are donors that provide co-

financing assistance for specific events, such as the

Conference on Road Safety organized by the Transport

Division and the inter-Governmental Committee on

Migration that has provided assistance mainly to

support the on-going ECA programme on the Return of

iv.
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Skills to Africa. Their interest in these areas have

declined but funds could be sought for activities in the

fields of forestry, environment and women,

v. Carnegie Corporation is a fairly new donor financing an

on-going project in the field of science and technology.

If the implementation of this pro|ect proves successful,

future assistance from this donor may be expected,

vi. Other new donors are the Islamic Development Bank

and China. The latter made pledges to the UNTFAD,

one of which was used for a study tour in China. The

former has provided co-financing support in the

organization of some ECA seminars on the basis of 50 %

cost sharing with ECA. This modality has often proved

difficult to Implement.

vii. Attempts have been made to get funding from Italy but

this has proven to be difficult. Currently, a project in

ATRCW is being funded by the Government of Italy.

It is. therefore, recommended that on-going efforts to target

other sources, particularly bilateral donors and NGOs, and the

initiatives that have been taken with organizations such as BADEA

IDB and ACBF should be Intensified In future. A major drive should be
mounted to raise funds in the years to come through a well-

conceived and concerted approach In line with the priorities and

orientations of CMMUR. This drive should be contributed to by all

professional staff, with the Executive Secretary, programme

managers and RMMO playing the lead role. Notwithstanding the

responsibility of RMMO in this regard, programme managers have a

major responsibility to identify and exploit al, avenues for obtaining

extra-budgetary resources, in this connection the committee
proposes the following strategies:
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iii.

ECA must strengthen its competitiveness to attract these

resources by enhancing its image and by improving upon the

quality of project proposals/programmes and pro|ect

implementation and by evolving strategies to increase

cooperation with various donors including allied partners of

UNDP.

ECA must strive for a regional component in the national IPFs

in order to support sub-regional activities approved of and

supported by the member-states (PADIS. UNTACDA II. IDDA II.

NADAF). This would have to be done during the national

exercises related to the programme approach, i.e through

member-states and UNDP Resident Representatives or through

the Governing Council of UNDP. If ECA wants to be prepared

lor the sixth Cycle, work should start as of now.

World Bank, EC, ADB and OPEC agencies like the "OPEC

Development Fund" are among the multilateral* that ECA

could explore for funding possibilities. From what we know

about of EC, there are chances of funds being obtained for

technical assistance (personnel and equipment) rather than

financial assistance. Any co-operation with OPEC agencies

should be explored based on co-financing with UNTFAD.

v. Resources from UNTFAD could be earmarked and utilized as

seed money for starting off projects and programmes for

demonstration purposes which would lead to creating the

interest of donors and ultimately generate additional resources

from them. Moreover, ECA should consider organizing its

pledging conference for UNTFAD in New York so as to attract

a larger donor audience.

There are a number of bilateral donors with whom ECA stands

a good chance of mobilizing XB resources such as the oil producing
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nations of the Gulf, e.g. Saudi Arabia. United Arab Emirates and

Quatar. These need to be explored. At present the Committee can

only propose that the following bilateral sources be seriously

considered and approached for funding:

i. The possibility of obtaining assistance from Brazil, Venezuela

and other developing countries should be explored.

«. Austria is interested in the fields of mining, forestry, transport,

hydro-development and should be approached for funding of
activities In these areas,

lii. Possibilities for funding from Denmark exists in the areas of

agriculture, population Issues, energy and women,

iv. Our analysis of projects funded by Switzerland shows that the

Swiss have Interest in the fields of forestry, food security,

transport, environment and energy.

The funding by Japan of a training programme for ECA, the

first one of its kind, has led to a breakthrough in the establish

ment of a working relationship with Japan. However, It has

adopted a very cautious attitude in establishing a formal co

operation with ECA. The reason for this may be due to the

fact that ECA Is very little known by Japan. Some confidence

building process should be pursued through regular

consultations with the Embassy.

3. Managing Relations with Donors

In order to enhance donor confidence and attain credibility,

ECA needs to initiate a number of measures to establish cooperative

relationships with Its donors and partners.

v.
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iv.

4.

It is, recommended, in this regard, as follows;

ECA should improve relations and maintain regular contacts

with donors and participate in ma]or round table conferences;

RMMO should strive to report to donors in an effective and

timely manner on the implementation of projects and

programmes;

RMMO should establish up-to-date data bases and profiles on

donors;

RMMO should have pro|ect profiles and project documents

prepared In a professional and attractive manner and market

these vigorously.

High level meetings with key decision makers in donor

organizations should be organized to undertake periodic

reviews of joint on-going activities and to keep them abreast

of ECA activities, achievements and future prospects.

vi. Missions to donors should be extremely well co-ordinated and

well prepared.

v,, ECA should adapt to the new realities and regimes

(particularly as related to national execution requirements) in

the implementation of technical assistance programme and

should take full advantage of these.

Project/Programme Id.ntllleatlon and Preparation of

Project/ Programme Documents

To improve ECA's performance in this area, the Task Force

recommends the following pro)ect identification procedures:
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i. Once the overall orientation and priorities for the mobilization

and use of extra-budgetary resources have been indicated by

the CMMUR, then substantive divisions, RMMO, MRAG,

MULPOCs, sponsored institutions etc.. could Initiate projects

and programmes in line with these priorities.

ii. Inter-dlvisional consultations on project ideas should be

encouraged to develop inter-sectoral project ideas and to

improve the internal communication;

iii. RMMO will assist substantive divisions in preparing project
documents;

iv. Project/programme documents should be approved by
CMMUR.

v. Once there is agreement within ECA,

project ideas should form the object of

preliminary consultations with intended

target beneficiaries, donor-agencies and

relevant ECA Divisions and Offices.

Management of Extra-Budgetary Financial Resources

The effective management of extra-budgetary financial resources requires

full and effective cooperation and constant interface between the Programme

Managers, RMMO and Finance Section. Clear-cut instructions, as related to the
allocation of responsibilities in this context, need to be made.

It is, therefore, recommended as follows:

While the ultimate responsibility for the effective management

of extra-budgetary funds rests with ECA as a whole.

Programme Managers and those responsible for the

implementation of projects and programmes outside the
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secretariat should be made directly responsibility and

nr.countable for the use of funds put at their disposal.

II. RMMO should be assigned the responsibility of:

(a) monitoring the use of these funds in accordance with

the budget lines set in the project and programme

documents; and

(b) followina-up with all concerned to ensure that actions

are implemented in the desired manner and in a timely

fashion.

III. The ACSD should ensure that extra-budgetary projects and

programmes are serviced adegugtej* and expeditlously. by

the General Service and Personnel sections and that funds are

tended, recorded and reported on to Programme

Managers, the RMMO and the CMMUR properly and

accurately. In this latter regard, the responsibility for financial

control should be centralized and vested In the Finance

Section. To be able to discharge this service effectively, a

small unit should be designated within the Finance Section to

deal with extra-budgetary resources.

1. Project/Programme Execution

in line with the structure proposed earlier In section I. It is

recommended that:

I. Project/Programme execution should be the responsibility of

the substantive division and other implementing entities, such

as sponsored institutions, IGOs, etc.
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2.

ii. The substantive divisions should be accountable for the

timeliness, effectiveness and quality of delivery.

iii. In order to make project delivery more cost effective and to

reduce bottlenecks on follow-up actions, ECA should consider

delegating responsibilities for project implementation to

qualified agencies/institutions /organizations at subregionat

and national levels.

Monitoring of the Implementation of Projects/Programmes

As suggested earlier that the responsibilities for the co-ordination,

monitoring and reporting to donors on the utilization of financial resources

must be vested in a single catalytic structure, it is further recommended
that:

Monitoring of the implementation of projects and programmes

should be the responsibility of RMMO.

RMMO should develop an effective monitoring system to help track

the course of a\\ activities and events related to the implementation

of projects and programmes.

RMMO should develop simple project implementation manuals on

major procedures applied in the implementation of a project.

Responsibility for project monitoring should be accompanied by the

necessary authority for RMMO to make decisions affecting the

implementation of projects so as to ensure that each project starts
and finishes as planned.

iv.
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3. Reporting on fhe tmplementotion of P,o|ects/Programmes and Use of

Funds

Based on the propositions made earlier, it is recommended that:

Progress Reports on the implementation of programmes and projects

should be initiated by the substantive divisions and other

implementing entities, and finalized and approved by RMMO for

dispatch to donors.

„ The CM MUR, in order to ensure that reporting procedures are be,ng

effected appropriately, can review these reports as necessary.

4. Use of Programme Support Resources

It is recommended that programme support resources should be

utilized to :

, Support programme/project execution and. also by way of incentive,

to reward those divisions that manage to mobilize resources.

„ in this regard. It Is recommended that an in-depth review of the

existing use of the overhead resources be made immediately to

make it more relevant to the needs and requirements of proiects.
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MEASURES TO ENHANCE ECA"S IMAGE, CREDIBILITY AND VISIBILITY

Enhancing ECA's image and credibility vis-a-vis the donors and

achieving impact regarding its activities is key to attracting as well as

maintaining donor's interest. Regrettably, several factors, as the report has

highlighted, have over the years negated ECA's corporate image. It is

Imperative, therefore, that measures be undertaken, to correct this. In that
respect, it is highly recommended that:

i. ECA should improve transparency with respect to it's activities

and methods and take Immediate steps to focus and

concentrate activities and efforts on fewer priorities and

strategic objectives.

ii. Major emphasis should be placed upon Implementation,

delivery, and marketing of outputs of ECA. Aspects such as

relevance, timeliness of delivery, attractiveness of products

and targeting of beneficiaries must be accorded priority,

iii. ECA should hold regular consultations with current and

prospective donors in order to build understanding and forge

links,

iv.

vi.

ECA should organize annual high level meetings with key deci

sion makers in donor organizations to undertake periodic

reviews of joint on-going activities and to explore new avenues

for future cooperation.

ECA should organize in Addis Ababa a breakfast/lunch

meeting twice a year with donors organizations or countries,

or their representatives, to keep them abreast of ECA's

activities, achievements and projects.

A Communications and Information Unit attached to the

Cabinet Office of the Executive Secretary should be

established as a matter of urgency.
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vil The recommendations of the consultant on the

communications and publications strategy of ECA should be

urgently Implemented as appropriate.

viii ECA in Its bid to make its work reflect the real needs of its

constituents, should build alliances with them and other

partners including NGOs who can be used as subcontractors

in the implementation of its programmes and projects. Indeed

by using such NGOs, ECA 's work could be seen as more

operational and concrete.

ix ECA should aim to achieve greater international credibility

and recognition as an effective participant in the formulation

of major development initiatives in Africa. This recognition

must occur in international development agencies, such as

the United Nations, donor's main regional Institutions, the World

Bank, A.D.B. and OAU and the international media.

x ECA must secure representation or focal points at all

appropriate international bodies such as ADB, EC/ACP. UNDP,

UNICEF, World Bank. USA ID and NGOs. Such representations

could be worked out with the collaboration of United Nations

Headquarters. UNDP office and/or volunteer individuals

residing in the selected capitals.

x, ECA should identify focal points in the North in order to

disseminate Its work to the wealthy individuals who are

interested in African problems with concrete actions on how

to tackle them,

xii ECA should strengthen its ties with local and regional offices of

donors organizations and embassies or countries In Africa,

xlll ECA should endeavour to seize any opportunity or and be

represented at major forums to exchange views with donors

and key institutions In order to inform each others.

xlv. ECA should deal directly with media, including World media.
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xiv.

XV,

xvi.

media of the African region and media of donor countries. It

should prepare on a regular basis short TV broadcasts on

ECA's concrete activities in Africa with an introductory remark

presented by a renowned individual.

ECA should undertake an internal evaluation of the major

development initiatives it has formulated in order to assess their

actual relevance and imP^ qt the notinnm anq oth6r leve>ls

and to identify problems preventing relevance and to offer

recommendation for corrective measures.

ECA should devise new initiatives which are in line with the

current burning issues like rehabilitation plans and

programmes, or programmes for school drop-outs where ECA

could make a difference,

ECA should seriously explore the feasibility of establishing a

group of friends of ECA, composed of prominent Africans and

non-Africans, to act as advocates for ECA's objectives and

activities and help mobilize support for them,
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MODALITIES FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED

STRATEGY

in the short-term, The Task-Force recommends that Immediate action be

taken to effect the following;

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Abolish TCRM and PAAC and set up CMMUR.

Create RMMO as soon as possible.

Equip RMMO at least with a bare minimum of resources and

equipment to allow it to become operational.

introduce resource mobilization and donor contacts frequently

as an agenda item of the Chiefs of Division meetings.

Start the XB systematic programming exercise,

improve internal communication and exchange of information

in order to prevent sending confusing signals to donors and to

allow ECA staff members to be aware of ECA's orientation,

policies, priorities, etc.

Centralize the responsibility for financial countries in the

Finance Section and create a small unit to deal with XB

resources.

Start to implement recommendations aimed at improving

ECA's image credibility and visibility-

Start to improve relations with donors.

Allocate programme support resources to support

project/programme execution and reward those divisions

which are successful in fund-raising.

Delegate responsibility to programme managers,

Find out which proiect development facilities exist, whether

ECA is eligible for them.

Create and update donor profiles, preferably starting from

existing data banks. This exercise can also be used to
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reanimate existing relations or establish first contacts with

donors (basic information, concerned departments, people in
charge, etc).

o Create other recommended data banks.

o Start internal and external training programmes.

o Start major drive to diversify sources of XB funding, beginning

with known donors, (ACP/EC, 1DRC, Carnegie, Netherlands

possibly USAID, Japan) as well as on activities with a proven

appeal either to member-states or to donors which have had

to be interrupted mainly because of lack of UNDP funding

under the Fifth Cycle.

o Intensify ECA's involvement in major international and

multilateral initiatives at the regional and global level (ACBI
GEF).

o Start preparing for UNDP Sixth Programming Cycle.

o Start preparing for ECA involvement in programming exercise

for the second tranche of Lome IV. Sensitize member-states

and National Authorizing Officers, prepare projects and

programme elements.

2. Medium to Long-term

In the medium- and long-term, the task-force recommends the
following actions:

Continue XB programme development.

Broaden array of donors to be approached for funding.

Strengthen the monitoring and evaluation capacity as well as

communication facilities of RMMO.

Evaluate and progressively improve the effectiveness of RMMO

and obtain feedback from donors and constituents on ECA's

capacity to manage projects/programmes.

o

o

o
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